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Roy Calder

Q. ROY LETS BEGIN WITH YOUR STORY ABOUT WHERE

YOU WERE BORN WHEN YOU WERE BORN AND SOMETHING

ABOUT YOUR FAMILY.

A. Okay. was born in April 1921 in Berlin

and at that time -- or my name at birth was Hans

Gunther Kohn which is probably the most

pronouncedly German name you can have --

German-Jewish name that you can have Kohn and Hans

the combination GermanJewish. My parents were

10 Lotta and Georg Kohn. My father was -- had

11 couple of factories manufacturing ladies hats

12 millinery both in Berlin and in Dresden Saxony.

13 had one sister who was four years younger than I.

14 And that was basically the extent of our family.

15 Now as far as my parents are

16 concerned we came from fairly large family. My

17 mother was one of five girls. She was the second

18 oldest of five girls. My father was one of six. He

19 was the second oldest of six children. There were

20 four boys and two girls.

21 My fathers family has lived in Berlin

22 for many many years. My mothers family originally

23 came from what was East Prussia which is now part

24 of Russia but Elbing which at that time was in
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Germany and was part of East Prussia.

So that in nutshell is my family.

Q. AND WHAT DID YOUR FATHER DO

A. My father had couple of factories

manufacturing millinery ladies hats. And think

this was during -- my mothers father my

grandfather had very large department store where

they were selling hats and think it was one of

his travels selling hats to my grandfather that he

10 in fact met my mother. So my background is entirely

11 in the millinery business which is sort of in

12 retrospect rather strange and unusual.

13 Q. BUT YOUR FATHER HAD BEEN IN BERLIN WAS BORN

14 IN BERLIN

15 A. My father was born -- yes my father was

16 already born in Berlin so our family goes back in

17 central Germany Berlin area for many many

18 generations yes. Same as my mothers we can trace

19 my mothers family tree back to the eastern part of

20 Germany northeastern part of Germany around the

21 River Memel for many generations. In fact we have

22 family tree at home which dates back to the

23 beginning of the 18th century and its primarily my

24 mothers family. But they go back in what used to
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be eastern part of Germany until the beginning of

the 18th century yes.

Q. AND WHEN DID SHE COME TO BERLIN WAS THAT

WHEN SHE GOT MARRIED TO YOUR FATHER

A. Yes yes she got married to my father.

They moved to Berlin because see we had two

factories one was in Berlin the other one was in

Dresden. As matter of fact we moved to Dresden

in -- believe it was in 1930 we moved from Berlin

10 to Dresden and then grew up in both cities.

11 Q. DOES THIS MEAN THAT YOUR FAMILY WAS WEALTHY

12 A. No. would say they werent wealthy but

13 would say they were well-off. They were what you

14 would call upper middle class. We had very nice

15 home. At that time it was very unusual we had one

16 or two cars. But no dont think we were

17 wealthy. know that we lived in an apartment we

18 didnt have house we lived in an apartment in

19 Berlin same in Dresden we had good-sized

20 apartment. But no wouldnt say wealthy. But

21 comfortably off yes yes.

22 Q. AND WAS IT VERY JEWISH-ORIENTED HOME

23 A. YEs and no. From my mothers side yes.

24 From my fathers side no. My fathers whole
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family my grandparents on my fathers side my

father himself in fact were not Jewish oriented

no not at all. My mothers side yes they were

very Jewish. So the home grew up in was basically

Jewish home but it was strictly at the instigation

of my mother and her family. My father went along

with it. It was no big deal to him. But he went

along with it but it had very little meaning to him

in spite of the name. But they were very very

10 German. My father had served in the German army in

11 the First World War and so they were very very

12 typically middle class upper middle class German.

13 Q. YOU CONSIDERED THIS AS INTEGRATED

14 A. Totally totally integrated. Although as

15 far as know most of our friends were Jewish

16 people but that was think primarily due to my

17 mother except for business business associates

18 there were some non-Jews there. But most of the

19 people that am aware of that knew were Jewish.

20 But it was fairly well-integrated Jewish yes

21 but predominantly German-Jewish type of upbringing

22 yes.

23 Q. AND TELL ME SOMETHING ABOUT YOUR CHILDHOOD.

24 A. Wl1 my childhood was really divided into
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two parts that which was spent in Berlin during the

first probably nine years. do remember going to

school. do remember where the school was located

but also remember very little of what happened

during those first nine years. Later on when we

moved to Dresden which believe was 1930 do

remember belonging to the Jewish youth group

German-Jewish youth group non-Zionistic

GermanJewish youth group. remember being bar

10 mitzvah. also went to regular school high

11 school elementary and high school. would say at

12 that time most of my friends certainly in high

13 school were non-Jews in the early stages although

14 did belong to Jewish youth group. also

15 belonged to Jewish sports club and know played

16 soccer and was very active in Jewish youth

17 organization. But that may have been certainly

18 after 32 after 33. t1ink before that it was

19 pretty integrated type of existence.

20 Q. AND YOUR SISTER SHE WAS FOUR YEARS YOUNGER

21 THAN YOU

22 A. My sister was four years younger. Again

23 she also was very heavily involved in the Jewish

24 youth group and believe Ive got to be careful
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what say about my sister because the last time

saw her when she was about nine or ten years old

and think she developed into very ardent

Zionist belonged to Zionist youth group in

Germany. But most of that happened after left.

left Germany in 1936 so left before most of the

things really got bad. And so really cant say

too much about my sister. really dont remember

that much about her except for pictures and so on.

10 But four years age difference at that time was lot

11 of difference. So know she belonged to youth

12 group. know she became very ardent Zionist

13 which never was at that time although did

14 belong to the youth group and sports club.

15 Q. HOW DID YOU FEEL YOURSELF AS BEING JEWISH

16 OR DID YOU WHEN YOU WERE GROWING UP DID YOU FEEL

17 JEWISH IDENTITY

18 A. did feel Jewish identity because

19 certainly because of my parents and certainly

20 because did belong to Jewish youth group and

21 sports club. But have reasons to believe that

22 much of that only happened in the later years

23 would say after 1932 133 That before that just

24 dont believe that my Jewish involvement was that
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extensive. We were brought up in very German

environment. And my Jewish involvement really

started when things became difficult in Germany

because although my Jewish education was strictly

bar mitzvah classes at age 13. dont ever

remember going to Sunday School if we had such

thing. My Jewish education was very limited.

went to public school. went to high school. And

do remember going to bar mitzvah classes. But

10 thats about all remember about Jewish education.

11 know that for the High Holidays for

12 the holidays we went to -- we did belong to

13 liberal synagogue in Dresden. do remember that my

14 father and had to check in at certain times

15 because my grandfather and my mother were there but

16 it was the sort of thing that was done. But at that

17 time it really didnt have that much -- it wasnt

18 that important to us to my father and me lets put

19 it that way.

20 Q. AND WHEN YOU TALK ABOUT YOU WERE RAISED IN

21 GERMAN ENVIRONMENT WHEN YOU THINK OF THAT WHAT DO

22 YOU THINK ARE SOME OF THE THINGS THAT MADE IT

23 GERMAN

24 A. WEdi we were just part of the community.
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It was -- mean our family had been in Germany for

many generations. And think our whole background

at that time was very German. mean from

cultural point of view from historic point of

view what we learned in history what we learned of

our German background think we identified with

that to very large extent. And its very

conceivable that Ive often wondered about it --

if the Nazi period had come along without

10 anti-Semitism if there had been Hitler without

11 anti-Semitism what the German reaction would have

12 been. Because think many of us at that time were

13 very very pro-German. My parents -- my father

14 served in the German army my uncles had served in

15 the German army. So it was definitely very very

16 pro-German upbringing.

17 Q. REAL INTEGRATED JEW --

18 A. Yeah very.

19 Q. YOU THOUGHT OF YOURSELF AS MORE GERMAN THAN

20 JEW

21 A. Very integrated very integrated yes.

22 think most of my friends at that time think were

23 kids from high school They certainly werent -- at

24 that time we lived in Dresden that was very small
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Jewish community and except for the people that

met in the youth group or in the sports club most

of my friends at that time were certainly non-Jews.

Q. SO WHEN DID THINGS START CHANGING

A. Im sorry

Q. WHEN DID THINGS START CHANGING

A. Well they did start changing in 1933 after

Hitler came to power and it became obvious that

there was problem about the Jews in Germany the

10 problem he created the problem that as the various

11 laws were passed which at that time were known as

12 Nurnberg laws which were passed restricting the

13 normal lifestyle of Jews think the more that

14 happened the more we were thrown back into our own

15 environment into our own selves we became more

16 active things became more difficult at school.

17 Q. TELL ME ABOUT HOW IT PERSONALLY AFFECTED YOU

18 AND YOUR FAMILY.

19 A. Do you know my father was not around

20 great deal he was manufacturer. And as

21 manufacturer he traveled abroad an awful lot.

22 And the only thing do remember is

23 that after r33 see at that time we lived in

24 Dresden which was not far from the Czech border
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and know that most weekends we drove up toward the

Czech border to buy newspapers and listen to the

radio on the other side of the border. So the

information which you got in Dresden or in Germany

at the time was what the Germans wanted you to know

but you really didnt know what was really

happening. remember that many many weekends we

drove up to the Czech border crossed the Czech

border to look at buy newspapers and find out what

10 the world was saying about what was happening in

11 Germany. But as more laws were passed as

12 anti-Semitism took hold in Germany as it became

13 more prevalent things became more difficult.

14 How it affected me at the time Im

15 really not sure except that became more involved

16 in the Jewish youth group and more involved in the

17 sports club which we were allowed to participate

18 which became part of our life and probably less

19 involved in high school activities although do

20 remember that most of my friends at that time still

21 were from my high school. had few guys that we

22 were going out with. But also believe that

23 probably my parents were more concerned about it at

24 the time than was that it affected them more than
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it affected me.

Q. HOW DID IT AFFECT THEM

A. Well all right we too had domestic

living with us who could not stay because of certain

laws that were passed in Germany. Obviously

business became very much more difficult although

dont remember my father complaining very much about

it because we had factory we were selling to

department stores we were selling to we had

10 lot of employees. And spent lot of time in our

11 factory. And most of our employees were non-Jews

12 they were working for us at the time. But now all

13 this is in the year or two following Hitlers ascent

14 to power. And some of the things i.n my mind at that

15 time are somewhat vague.

16 And it wasnt really until my parents

17 insisted that go abroad to school because they

18 could see what was happening because it was

19 affecting them both in business and in their

20 personal life that Jews couldnt do this and Jews

21 couldnt do that and there were certain

22 restrictions put on our daily life and our daily

23 activitie that my parents decided this was not

24 good place for me to grow up good environment for
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me to grow up in. And at that time know that

there was discussion whether they wanted to send me

to school in England or send me to school in

Switzerland. It so happens that my mother had

cousin who lived in Switzerland and so the decision

was made that was to go to school in Switzerland

to avoid all the things that were happening in

Germany at that time. And do remember that either

January or February 1936 as early as 36 was.

10 sent abroad to school. And that was the last time

11 really was in Germany.

12 Now thats not true of the rest of my

13 family. did see my parents once after that my

14 parents came to visit me in Switzerland once. My

15 father was still traveling abroad but somehow

16 always went back to Germany. And this is one thing

17 know we talked about it but again nobody at that

18 time could visualize what was going to happen. We

19 had factory. They still could exist. And so --

20 they were selling abroad. And so my parents -- my

21 mother only came to see me once. My father came to

22 see me think couple of times in Switzerland but

23 always went back to Germany which never did.

24 Once wa out was gone.
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Q. WHY

A. Probably because -- here am guessing that

my parents felt it was safer not to come back.

know they came to see me in Switzerland but -- on

visit.

Q. BUT YOU DIDNT GO TO GERMANY TO VISIT

A. never went back to Germany no. Once

was out was out. And somehow my parents just did

not want me to come back at that time. So they must

10 have had an inkling of what was going on of what

11 was about to happen. And so spent 36 37 38

12 and half of 39 going to school in Switzerland.

13 Q. SO YOU WERE 16 17 YEARS OLD AT THIS TIME

14 A. was 15 when left Germany. It was really

15 very early. And thats why say some of the

16 things that happened in Germany affected me only

17 indirectly because they affected my family directly

18 but was out at that time. left before it really

19 got to be very bad. And there was some

20 discrimination there were some problems true.

21 Q. DID YOU EXPERIENCE ANY OF THAT PERSONALLY

22 A. just dont recollect. am just not

23 aware. Bitt then -- was probably too young to

24 really remember what was happening at that time.
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Q. DO YOU REMEIBER READING THE NEWSPAPERS

THOUGH WHEN YOU WERE IN SWITZERLAND

A. Oh yes we knew we knew what was

happening. But even at that time just dont

believe that anybody could visualize that it could

get that bad. And when youve lived there for

generations when youve had your own business

people were beginning to leave.

And think the one thing that think

10 we ought to make clear is that anybody who could get

11 out of Germany or who wanted to get out of Germany

12 in the early stages could have gotten out. And it

13 was -- the physical persecution the concentration

14 camp the physical persecution didnt start until

15 much later. The problem was that those of us who

16 lived there and who were born brought up in

17 Germany never realized how bad it could get. That

18 our parents really in the early years 34 35
19 didnt think it could get that bad therefore they

20 made no attempt to get out. Some did.

21 And at that time Hitler was willing to

22 let everybody go. He just wanted to get rid of the

23 Jews. An.1 he didnt at that P03flt anybody who

24 wanted to get out could get out. They couldnt take
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their possessions or very little of them but they

could get out. There was no physical harassment

until about 38 Kristallnacht that was essentially

the beginning of the end. But people who could

obtain visa were let go it was no problem he

just wanted to get rid of them.

Q. WHAT ABOUT YOUR SISTER WAS SHE SENT ABROAD

A. No. My sister was never sent abroad and

have great difficulty understanding that. But since

10 my parents didnt survive have no way of really

11 knowing what was on their mind why she wouldnt g.o

12 out. know that in the last -- by the time got

13 to England could have gotten her position in

14 England similar to my wifes position in domestic

15 and tried that but at that time she was not

16 interested in coming. At that time she was ardent

17 Zionist and she was going to go to Palestine.

18 know that she was working on youth camp preparing

19 herself for immigration to Palestine. Now she

20 never made it.

21 And after the war we tried to find out

22 what happened to her and we sort of lost the trace

23 somewhere. We can trace her back up to certain

24 point and then weve just lost trace we just dont
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know what happened. We know she was in camp

Hashara which is sort of learning farming

learning to go to kibbutz and she wanted to go and

she wanted to go to Israel to work on kibbutz.

But she never got out. She never made it. And why

my parents didnt make her really cant answer

just dont know.

Q. SO WHEN IS THE LAST TIME YOU SAW YOUR FATHER

WHEN HE CAME TO VISIT YOU IN SWITZERLAND

10 A. To the best of my knowledge the last time

11 saw my father was in the summer of probably 38.

12 Q. AND YOU HAD ALREADY LEFT IN 36
13 A. In 37 left in 36 37 or 38 but

14 almost think it was in 38 because of number of

15 things that happened around that time. think my

16 father was still traveling abroad at that time and

17 Im almost sure he came to see me in Switzerland in

18 1938. Because at that time transferred from one

19 school to another and think he was still there at

20 that time.

21 Q. DO YOU REMEMBER TALKING TO HIM ABOUT WHAT

22 WAS GOING ON

23 A. Ott we probably did. But again were

24 talking about something that happened about 55 years
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ago now and would not -- those are conversations

that would not remember. know that my father

and his brother jointly owned the factory that by

1938 the factory was taken away from them that my

uncle at that time left for Shanghai with his

family they went to Shanghai.

And my parents -- believed in their

later status my parents had permit to go to

Brazil via France. One of my mothers sisters her

10 younger sister had left for Brazil. And believe

11 that she had obtained visa for her to go to Brazil

12 and that they had already sent all their belongings

13 and that they were on their way to France when my

14 mother developed gallstones.

15 And as far as can figure out at this

16 point or have been able to put things together is

17 that they stayed in Berlin -- they had left Dresden

18 went back to Berlin and that she wanted to have her

19 gallstones operated before going abroad. And know

20 that sent them telegram from London trying to

21 get them to get out of Germany because they had

22 visa to go to France on their way to Brazil. But

23 they never made it. And the only reason can

24 visualize and this is merely guesswork but some
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educated guess is that she required gallbladder

operation and she wanted it done in Germany before

they were leaving and then war broke out and they

never got out.

So from my familys from my mothers

side my mother never -- my parents never got out.

From my fathers side one brother and his family

went to Shanghai. They survived the war in Shanghai

and came to the United States and lived in New

10 York. One other brother left and went to France

11 and he and his family actually survived the war in

12 France. And they had daughter who right after the

13 war married an American GI in Paris and thats how

14 they came to the United States. My father had two

15 sisters neither of whom came out. They and their

16 families stayed behind in Germany. My mother had

17 one sister who left for Brazil in believe it was

18 1938. She had another sister who left for Chile in

19 South America in 1939. Her other two sisters also

20 stayed behind with their families and they never got

21 out. So from my immediate family there are really

22 no survivors.

23 And today of all the cousins that

24 had have one cousin in the Bay Area from my
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mothers sister who went to Chile. have two

cousins in South America in Brazil. From my

fathers side have two cousins in New York. And

have one cousin in London whose parents did not

get out but she got out to London as political

refugee rather than as Jewish refugee. So she

lives in London now. And think thats -- so Ive

got cousins but theyre spread all over the world.

But my immediate family am the only one who got

10 out and survived.

11 Q. LETS GO BACK TO WHEN YOU WERE IN SCHOOL IN

12 SWITZERLAND YOU WERE 15 YEARS OLD AND YOU LEFT

13 THIS IS 1935

14 A. 36 January 36.

15 Q. RIGHT. TELL NE ABOUT SCHOOL THERE AND WHAT

16 HAPPENED TO YOU IN THAT TINE.

17 A. Well the first school went to was in

18 SaintGaudens which is really in the German part of

19 Switzerland 36 37 probably for about two two

20 and half years went to that school in

21 Saint-Gaudens. And as far as remember had

22 ball had wonderful time. grew up in sort of

23 an exciting environment with all young kids from all

24 over the world. And my memories of Saint-Gaudens
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are only favorable because at that time there was

still some money available to pay for my schooling

my parents must have had some money abroad because

the school obviously was paid for. had certain

amount of pocket money not very much but we had

nothing to complain about. So the first two years

in SaintGaudens were great were terrific.

When graduated from that school --

Q. GYMNASIUM

10 A. No. It was really an Oxford preparatory

11 school. It was -- in Switzerland most of the

12 classes were taken in English and we graduated

13 Oxford matriculation which would have qualified us

14 to enter Oxford University if we had been there.

15 After matriculation in Saint-Gaudens went to the

16 French part of Switzerland to Lausanne and also

17 started in the school there. That must have been

18 somewhere around the summer of late 38. But at

19 that time money started running out there was no

20 more money available.

21 Q. WHAT WERE YOU THINKING WHILE THIS WAS GOING

22 ON WHATS GOING ON IN YOUR HEAD

23 A. G.od question. mean went to school

24 had lots of friends. There were some other
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German-Jewish boys who were in similar position.

And really dont know what went on in our minds.

do know that as say money ran out. moved in

with family. had room with family. And in

retrospect Im wondering what we were doing at the

time. We were partly going to school partly having

skiing having good time. But what we were

waiting for Im really not sure what was going to

happen.

10 In my particular case had

11 girlfriend who was Czech girl also refugee

12 Jewish girl from Czechoslovakia whose parents

13 already at that time were already living in London.

14 She was obviously very much more mature than was

15 because she figured that Switzerland was not good

16 place for people in our position so she got her

17 parents to get me visa to come to England. And

18 the only way to do that is by having sponsor who

19 at that time believe put up the sum of hundred

20 pounds that we would not be burden to the British

21 government plus finding job either in engineering

22 or in some specialized field as trainee.

23 And then her parents did that for me

24 and know that in July 139 left Switzerland via
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France still visited my uncle who at that time was

already living in France on my way to England and

then ended up not in London but in the midlands in

Birmingham got job as an apprentice in an

engineering factory. Now all this was in July or

August. By that time in England it was very very

obvious what was happening.

And know that sent some very urgent

letters back to my folks who at that time were in

10 Berlin primarily trying to get my sister to come to

11 England. could have got my sister into England at

12 the time. Why she didnt come Im not sure. We

13 probably didnt have enough time to process

14 paperwork but also she was determined to go to

15 Palestine. And also corresponded with my parents

16 and like say have reasons to believe that they

17 were already on their way to France and that they

18 couldnt get out because of an operation. And then

19 remember for us war broke out on September 3.

20 Germans invaded Poland on September 1. On September

21 Britain declared war. So by the 3rd of September

22 all the borders were closed and sealed and nobody

23 could geL out anymore So that was really the end

24 of my communication with my parents at that time.
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And how we felt in those days how we

reacted Im not sure. just really really dont

remember exactly what happened what my reactions

were to what was happening in Germany. Because

wasnt exposed to many of the things that happened.

Physically wasnt exposed to what happened in

Germany not to the extent that many others were.

But how we reacted to it from abroad Im just not

sure. just dont really dont remember

10 anymore.

11 That takes us back to 1939 suppose.

12 And at that time held series of jobs in London

13 and -- not in London Im sorry in the midlands in

14 the Birmingham area engineering became waiter

15 did all kinds of different things. also remember

16 that when the Russians invaded Finland there was

17 group of us who volunteered for the Finnish army to

18 go and fight the Rttssians. And we were accepted

19 except that we never made it to Finland because the

20 Swedes wouldnt let us cross Sweden. We had to get

21 into Finland via Sweden the Swedes wouldnt let us

22 cross Sweden to get to Finland. In retrospect am

23 not sure whether was more interested in going

24 skiing ralher than fighting the Russians. So Im
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not quite sure what happened there. But like say

did volunteer.

And then in May 1940 of course was

Dunkirk when the British army was defeated and

evacuation from Dunkirk when France fell Holland

Belgium all those countries. And right at that

time Britain panicked. And right around May 1940

right after the evacuation from Dunkirk Britain

decided for security reasons to intern all what

10 they called enemy aliens.

11 At that time it was very difficult for

12 Britain to tell who was an enemy alien and who was

13 refugee because lot of Germans came to Britain who

14 were not Jewish who were not genuine refugees but

15 who came under the guise of refugees but became at

16 that time what was known as fifth columnists. And

17 mean lot of that happened in Norway in Holland

18 Belgium and France there were lot of German

19 spies fifth columnists working in those countries

20 which made the takeover the fall of those countries

21 fairly easy. And Britain was afraid that was going

22 to happen there too.

23 So Britain turned around and interned

24 all male what they called enemy aliens people of
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German Austrian background. And we were picked up

interned which is okay for some people like

myself which was pretty tough on those who had

already been in concentration camps in Germany came

to Britain as refugees and were interned again in

Britain. But some of us were kept in internment

camps in England. There was one boatload believe

was sent to Australia. And there was one boatload

of refugees was sent to Canada.

10 happened to be on the Canadian boat.

11 And the unfortunate part is the Canadian boat

12 consisted not only of German refugees who were

13 interned by the British but also contained German

14 prisoners of war who were captured during the

15 fighting in Europe and were sent to Canada by the

16 British. So we were all together on the same boat.

17 When we arrived in Canada the Canadians who

18 expected prisoners of war were faced with half

19 boatload of prisoners of war and half boatload of

20 Jewish refugees. It took them while to sort that

21 out. We spent what about five months in Canadian

22 camps. Then came back to Britain.

23 Q. AFTER FIVE NONTHS

24 A. Yes. went back was sent to Canada
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Im almost sure it was in June 1940. was on my

way back from Canada in December. know we arrived

back in England very early in January 1941. And

had volunteered for the British army before was

interned. Then was interned. And those of us who

had volunteered for the army were sent straight back

from Canada to Britain and we went from -- we came

to Britain under guard as internees we were picked

up by the British army in Liverpool were sent under

10 guard to an think called induction center were

11 sworn in as troops and then the troops left us and

12 we became British troops. So spent the next six

13 years in the British army eventually became an

14 officer in the army without ever becoming British

15 citizen which only happened after the war.

16 So thats in nutshell.

17 Q. TELL MEWERE YOU JUST PICKED UP IN

18 ENGLAND WHEN THEY PASSED THIS LAW TO INTERN ENEMY

19 ALIENS WERE YOU PUT ON SHIP MEAN DID THEY SAY

20 OKAY REPORT TO THE SHIP

21 A. No. What happened is we were all given --

22 we were sent to tribunal. In most now can

23 only talk about what happened to us in Birmingham.

24 We were ordered to appear before tribunal to check
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our credentials. We appeared before that tribunal.

And believe as far as know every one of us up

to certain age from the tribunal were taken under

police escort back to where we were living at the

time allowed to pack few belongings whatever we

may have had at the time that we could carry and

were sent to an internment camp at place called

Hightown which is outside Liverpool in the north of

England. And from Liverpool from that camp in

10 Liverpool we were sent to Canada.

11 As matter of fact the Canadians made

12 movie out of that experience called The Spies Who

13 Never Were which is story of German-Jewish

14 refugees like myself who were on that one boat

15 called Theatric which went from Liverpool to

16 Canada.

17 We were interned in Canada. And at

18 that time some of us came straight back to England

19 four five months later came back to England some

20 came back later some stayed in Canada were

21 released in Canada some served in the Canadian

22 army SOme just stayed in Canada. But every one of

23 those guy had some kind of an experience. Ours was

24 when we came back worked my way back under guard
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on Belgian boat as waiter on Belgian ship

transport during the war.

Q. YOU WORKED YOUR WAY BACK

A. Yeah we worked think was working as

waiter on Belgian boat coming back from Halifax

Nova Scotia.

Q. WHAT WAS THE INTERNMENT CAMP LIKE

A. In Canada At first it was pretty rough.

We were sent to place in Ontario province called

10 Sherbrooke it was camp in Sherbrooke which is

11 the northern part of Canada the northern part of

12 Ontario which got very cold very early. And know

13 that got some pretty miserable frostbites up there

14 which have been bothering me for many many years

15 even after came home. See left again in

16 December.

17 But internment camp we werent --

18 there were Jews there were non-Jews there were

19 young people middle-aged people older people up to

20 certain age. It was weird collection of

21 people. And again my memories of the internment

22 camp are somewhat limited except for some specific

23 incidents that happened But we made some

24 friendships amongst the guys who were there. And
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since it only lasted for five months obviously we

survived it came back to England.

Q. THEY PUT YOU ON BOAT AND YOU WORKED YOUR

WAY BACK AS WAITER ON THE BOAT

A. Yeah. Well we were under -- actually we

were under -- on the boat we were not under guard.

But when we arrived back in Liverpool we were met

by guards because we were at that time still enemy

aliens.

10 Q. WHAT ABOUT YOUR OLD GIRLFRIEND WHAT

11 HAPPENED TO HER

12 A. She eventually came from Switzerland to

13 England. And we stayed in touch with her for

14 number of years but eventually became dont know

15 think we -- Alice and met her once after we were

16 married in London. She had gotten married too. But

17 we became more friendly with her parents whilst they

18 were alive but we had really lost contact with her.

19 Q. BECAUSE HER PARENTS WERE THE ONES WHO

20 BROUGHT YOU OVER

21 A. Her parents brought -- her parents were the

22 ones who brought --

23 Q. BUT SHE STAYED IN SWITZERLAND

24 A. Yes but she came over some -- she came over
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too but somewhat later. think she finished

whatever she was doing in Switzerland. You could

still come from Switzerland to England. And she was

carrying Czech passport. So she did come to

England yes. know she did get married. But we

saw her parents several times but eventually we

lost contact.

Q. BUT WHEN YOU WERE INTERNED AND SENT TO

CANADA --

10 A. We really grew apart we really grew apart

11 at that time yes yes.

12 Q. SO YOU CAME BACK AND YOU WERE ENLISTED RIGHT

13 AWAY

14 A. The day we arrived we enlisted in the

15 British army.

16 Q. AND THIS WAS IN 19 --

17 A. That was January 41.

18 Q. WHAT HAD YOU HEARD ABOUT YOUR PARENTS

19 A. Nothing.

20 Q. STILL NOTHING

21 A. Nothing. Nothing. Not word. never had

22 any more contacts with either of my parents or my

23 sister.

24 Q. WERE YOU ABLE TO SEND ANY MESSAGES LIKE
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ALICE WAS ABLE TO SEND MESSAGE

A. As far as know we did try to send some

Red Cross letters. am not aware of ever having

received an answer having received response.

Now the only thing that we did find

out is that after the war we did the Germans

established date of death for my parents which

was at the end of the war but we do know they were

deported.

10 And one of the reasons want to go

11 back am going back to Germany is perhaps Im

12 not quite sure yet perhaps trying to look at some

13 old records to see what can find out. So have

14 not -- am not certain what happened to them. We

15 know they were deported.

16 Q. DO YOU KNOW WHERE

17 A. Im not certain that know where. And at

18 this point Im not quite sure that want to know.

19 But by the time get to Germany may change my

20 mind on that. may want to find out.

21 My sister weve tried quite

22 extensively to find out what happened to her. And

23 we do know that certain person second cousin

24 second or third cousin who was with her on the same
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camp escaped to Denmark from Denmark to Sweden and

eventually arrived in Israel. We have met with

her. She as far as we know is the last one to

have seen my sister to be in touch with her. But

so far weve lost all trace of her weve literally

lost all trace of her. We dont know what happened

to her. She certainly did not get out of Germany

we know that but we just dont know where she was

apprehended or where she was deported to or what

10 happened to her. Because she was not in Berlin at

11 the time with my parents that we do know.

12 Q. SO WHAT MOTIVATED YOU TO COME BACK TO

13 ENGLAND AND JOIN THE ARMY

14 A. Oh by that time most of the in quote

15 refugees Jewish refugees who were in England at the

16 time most of them at that time obviously were going

17 to do something to help Britain in the war effort.

18 mean some went into industry. But would say

19 large number of us at that time volunteered for the

20 British army. Some had joined the army before they

21 were interned they were okay they joined the army

22 before they were interned they were okay. Many

23 others joi.ned afterwards ut by that time

24 obviously we knew what was happening we knew what
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was happening in Germany and at that time most of

us were willing to do something to be involved and

to well either -- Im sorry in the army or

wherever we could. By that time we were all anxious

to do something certainly the younger ones yes.

Q. SO HOW OLD WERE YOU WHEN YOU WENT INTO THE

ARMY

A. About how many years Well 19 going on

20 but 19 yes.

10 Q. AND YOU WERE IN THE ARMY SIX YEARS

11 A. Six years yeah.

12 Q. WHERE DID IT TAKE YOU

13 A. Most of my army service was in England

14 Scotland. At first we were in unit that was known

15 as the pioneer corps. When we first joined the

16 army we could not join the regular British army.

17 We were joining what was known as the pioneer corps

18 which was part of the British army but was really

19 support group to the army. We were not involved in

20 fighting but were support in engineering and

21 support services. From there volunteered to join

22 some other part of the army actual fighting units.

23 As mattr of fact volunteered for the

24 paratroopErs volunteered for the commandos
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volunteered for all kinds of things. eventually

ended up in the royal regiment of artillery. And

then applied for commission and got

commission in the British army and ended up with

West African troops in Nigeria and spent what about

close to six months in Nigeria. And then we took

African troops to India did our final training in

India Burma then back home again.

Now in the meantime at the time that

10 we -- not when we joined the army at the time that

1. we volunteered for the other paratroops or to become

12 an officer -- let me reverse myself one step back.

13 Contrary to what happened in America in Britain

14 you did not become British citizen by joining the

15 British army. Americans who were here anybody who

16 joined the American army after certain time became

17 an obviously became an American citizen. Britain

18 did not naturalize anybody during the war you could

19 not become British citizen army or no army. So

20 those of us who served in the British army in fact

21 were still German citizens of German nationality

22 enemy aliens if you like. So the only thing

23 Britain would let us do at the time in 1942 43
24 was they qave us permission to change our names so
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to basically hide our identity if that was

possible.

Q. FROM WHO

A. Well from the Germans. Because at that

time for instance had volunteered to join the

paratroops. And it would have been rather dangerous

to be dropped over Germany as the guys who

volunteered with me eventually were dropped at

Arnhem with the name of Hans Kohn British uniform

10 or no British uniform that would have been rather

11 dangerous at the time. So Britain in changing to

12 another unit Britain authorized us to change or let

13 us change our names. And at that time in September

14 42 had just gotten married in place called

15 Calder which is outside Edinburgh. So in good

16 Jewish tradition we took the name of the place that

17 we had gotten married and changed our identity from

18 Kohn to Calder and thats what its been ever since.

19 Q. WHERE DID THE ROY COME FROM

20 A. Oh just picked out of hat short brief

21 nobody has to ask how do you spell it. That was

22 just -- dont know how we arrived at that. That

23 was just dont know just thought that occurred

24 to us was brief to the point and no particular
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reason.

Q. AND THE MOTIVATION FOR DOING THIS WAS FOR

FEAR OF BEING CAUGHT

A. Oh absolutely yes. When that happened

you see had volunteered for the paratroops and we

were waiting for interview to change over and it

would have been -- we already had the interview we

already had the interview. But during the interview

we made it clear to the British authorities that

10 with our names which most of us had very typically

11 GermanJewish names that that would be suicide.

12 And we were willing to go into the paratroops we

13 were willing to join whatever unit they would let

14 us but either British nationality protection or

15 change of name. And at that time they let us change

16 our names. But we didnt actually become British

17 citizen until came back from abroad then within

18 matter of what few weeks or months we became

19 British subjects.

20 Q. BUT BEFORE YOU WENT ABROAD YOU GOT MARRIED

21 A. Before went abroad got married.

22 Q. NOW WEVE HEARD YOUR WIFES STORY TELL US

23 THAT STORY.

24 A. That story actually was fairly accurate. It
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was in concert in London was on leave from the

army was staying with my only cousin who was

married in London at the time. went to that

concert and there were three girls sitting in front

of me. And it was organized by the German-Jewish

communities. There must have been some kind of

community center whatever they called it. And most

of the people there were elderly because the young

guys all were either in the army or doing some kind

10 of war service. And there were three girls sitting

11 in front of me and in this German group they were

12 the only three in the room probably speaking in

13 English.

14 And so during the intermission know

15 was sitting in the row behind probably started

16 talking to them. know at the end of the concert

17 asked all three of them to the nearest tube station

18 subway station and all three of them gave me their

19 telephone numbers. And know had date the next

20 day already. But before going on that date

21 called for date for the day after.

22 Q. WITH WHOM THOUGH THATS THE ISSUE.

23 A. WEd1 would like to think that am not

24 sure whom called but am not sure to what extent
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that is totally true. Im not sure. knew was

calling either Alice or her friend that she was

living with but she answered the phone. And so we

made date for the day after that. And that

basically as they say was the end of that was the

end of my --

Q. OR THE BEGINNING

A. Or the end or the beginning if you like

yeah yeah. But know we spent the next few days

10 together. Then we met again about month later in

11 Wales. And then always had to go back to

12 Scotland. And she came up to Scotland couple of

13 months later. And then we got married. So we

14 literally only spent about ten or twelve days

15 together before we actually got married. That was

16 in place called -- we lived in east Calder we got

17 married in mid Calder or the other way around but

18 definitely Calder and thats how we ended up with

19 the name.

20 So then went abroad cam back we

21 had child came back from the army. And by that

22 time as say after six years -- again in

23 Britain lhere were no GI benefits. People came out

24 of the AmErican army and all kinds of GI benefits.
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That didnt exist in Britain. Everybody was in the

same boat Britain was broke and everybody came

out was in the army everybody came out of the army

all at about the same time. See had been an

officer thought was big shot pretty

important but no trainings no trade no nothing.

So had job getting settled in

Britain. And the only people knew were some of

the people who were friends of my parents in the

10 millinery business so started out by trying to

11 sell hats which is not what wanted to do which

12 didnt work. am not millinery salesman. So

13 went from one job to another. We had very tough

14 time for number of years until we decided we

15 better make new start somewhere else.

16 At that time Australia was looking --

17 you could go to Australia for ten pounds as an

18 ex-serviceman. They were looking for people coming

19 from Britain. There were certain conditions. You

20 could not settle in the major towns you had to go

21 where the Australians wanted you to go. And there

22 were some problems.

23 And friend of ours had left for the

24 States couple of years earlier. They had gone to
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Hartford Connecticut. But then they had moved from

Hartford to San Francisco. We found out about that

we said hey now how about it and we just changed

our mind and we applied for visa. Even at that

time of course you still had to come in under the

German quota because we were both German-born. But

after the war the German quota was fairly easy to

get into. So it took us less than year to get our

visa. And then January 53 we took off and came to

10 San Francisco and never looked back since.

11 Q. SO WHAT DID YOU DO HERE

12 A. started various sales jobs. My last

13 employment in London was working for an American

14 corporation Remington Rand selling basically

15 office equipment. And came back here and applied

16 applied with Remington Rand. And because of prior

17 experience got job with Remington Rand. did

18 that for number of years. Then got into banking

19 for few years then went back into sales then

20 went back into the trust business. So changed

21 careers every few years spent -- about the longest

22 spent was with the Bank of California in the trust

23 business ior 15 years. Then went into

24 professional fund-raising for Hebrew University
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Jerusalem for ten years and retired from that

went into real estate development for three years.

And then decided it was time to do what really

wanted to do which is other things.

Q. LIKE WHAT

A. Retired what about six months ago from

anything income earning income producing. Oh

were still both involved heavily involved in both

Jewish and Israel-oriented things. am involved in

10 humanistic Judaism. My wife is involved in Hadassah

11 at the temple.

12 Q. WHAT DO YOU MEAN BY HUMANISTIC JUDAISM

13 A. Secular nonreligious Judaism.

14 Q. SO DO YOU THINK YOUR INTEREST IN THIS HAS

15 ANYTHING TO DO WITH YOUR PAST

16 A. have never been religious person.

17 have never been religious Jew. have been Jew

18 by identification by background by any way you

19 want to qualify it. Ive never denied my

20 Jewishness. Ive always been Jew. Ive always

21 been consciously identified as Jew but have

22 never believed in religion. And when people tell

23 you you cant be Jew without GOd that just isnt

24 true you can be because happen to be living
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proof of it and so are many others. So still

maintain my Jewish identity still maintain my

interest in Israel Im still very very much

connected to it with Jewish things and Jewish

culture and identification.

But am not now nor have ever been

believer in religion. So if humanistic Judaism is

an alternative that can accept which is secular

nonreligious Judaism Jews by background history

10 identification. And so we have an organization in

11 the Bay Area we are part of national

12 organization Society for Humanistic Judaism we are

13 part of International Federation of Secular and

14 Humanistic Jews and we are providing an alternative

15 to people who do not want who want to practice

16 their Judaism outside the synagogue.

17 Q. DO YOU THINK YOUR INTEREST IN THIS HAS

18 ANYTHING TO DO WITH YOUR PAST

19 A. Perhaps. The only thing do know is that

20 have never been religious Jew that have never

21 believed in quote organized religion. The

22 Judaism has always been important to me but not as

23 religion.

24 In all the years that we have been
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married Alice has always been the one who has

fostered the religious part in our community. Ive

been part of it but simply as member of the

family. am probably the only nontheist --

prefer to use the term nontheist rather than

agnostic -- to have been president of temple.

Because we lived in Mann and because of Alice

\/P
insisted we join Rodeshadom and have been members of

Rodeshadom since its foundation. We are founding

10 members of it back in 1957 believe. And was

11 president of the temple from 1969 to 71. So as

12 say Im probably the only nontheist who has been

13 president of synagogue.

14 Q. OF COURSE THE RELATIONSHIP THAT YOU AND

15 ALICE HAVE TOGETHER IN TERMS OF YOUR JEWISH

16 PRACTICES WOULD BE VERY SIMILAR TO WHAT YOUR PARENTS

17 HAD--

18 A. Correct absolutely correct.

19 Q. -. YOUR FATHER BEING THE HUMANIST AND YOUR

20 MOTHER BEING THE RELIGIOUS ONE

21 A. Absolutely correct absolutely correct yes.

22 Q. SO NY QUESTION IS REALLY YOUVE BEEN WORKING

23 AT ODD WELL NOT AT ODD JOBS MEAN YOU HAD

24 JOB FOR 1i YEARS THINK THATS LONG TIME TO HAVE
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AJOB.

A. It is for me its an awfully long time.

Q. BUT YOUVE DONE MANY THINGS MANY DIFFERENT

THINGS --

A. Yes.

Q. AND YET YOU SAY AT CERTAIN TIME YOU

WANT TO GO AND DO WHAT YOU WANT TO DO AND THAT IS

SOMEHOW TO ESPOUSE THE CAUSE OF HUMANISTIC JUDAISM

TO WORK TOWARDS THAT.

10 A. That is one of the things yes.

11 Q. AND IM WONDERING IF THAT DESIRE THAT NEED

12 HAS ANYTHING TO DO WITH YOUR HISTORY YOU KNOW

13 BEING EXILED FROM YOUR FAMILY AND THE WHOLE

14 HOLOCAUST WHETHER THAT HAS ANYTHING TO DO WITH YOUR

15 BEING SURVIVOR.

16 A. It is possible but not consciously so.

17 Q. JUST WONDERED IF YOU HAD EVER THOUGHT

18 ABOUT THAT IN TERMS OF YOUR MOTIVATION. KNOW

19 YOURE NOT RELIGIOUS JEW BUT THERES SOMETHING

20 THAT DRAWS YOU IT SEEMS TO BE PART --

21 A. But Ive never denied my Jewish identity my

22 Jewishness either.

23 .Q. WULL LET NE ASK YOU HOW DO YOU FEEL THAT

24 YOU ARE SURVIVOR
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A. Well see this is why personally have

problems with the term or the terminology

survivor. am by your definition or by the now

established definition of survivor because of the

complete change of life that happened to us the

fact that Ive lost my entire family the fact that

am the only one of my family who survived the

Holocaust who survived the historical experience of

the Holocaust. That my life if it had not been for

10 what happened in Germany or what happened in Europe

11 would have probably been totally different. would

12 have probably ended up in my fathers business

13 which was very very well-going business very

14 highly established highly respected business

15 throughout Europe. would have probably attended

16 German university. would have probably been

17 financially or economically in the upper level of

18 German or German-Jewish society at that time. But

19 would have certainly not had to go through all the

20 things that we did go through to really trying to

21 find myself making living from scratch and we

22 did make It from scratch.

23 As matter of fact we started from

24 scratch several times. We started from scratch when
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we arrived in England. We started totally from

scratch when came out of the army had nothing.

Between the two of us in 1946 we literally started

from scratch. Whatever we made in 56 from 46 to

53 we gave it up again to come to the States

which was good move. But we came literally with

10 pounds $20 in our pockets.

When we arrived in New York my

daughter had an ear infection with Alice and my

10 daughter had to stay in New York with some family

11 that had there and my son and came out to San

12 Francisco by ourselves. had to go to the British

13 consulate who in turn referred me to the British

14 Benevolent Society who loaned us enough money to

15 bring Alice and my daughter from New York to San

16 Francisco. We started with orange crates and

17 Goodwill type furniture in San Francisco.

18 And whatever we have today we got

19 ourselves we made ourselves over period of years

20 and suppose were very proud of that. So we

21 started family at one time we had it was just the

22 two us today we have two kids we have three

23 grandchildren we started brand-new family and

24 those are good things. Now from that point of
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view yes we are survivors.

have always assumed at least in my

own mind that survivor is somebody who went

through the camps who survived against almost

impossible odds. Ive always considered myself

that compared to those people was lucky got

out got out in 36. The fact that my parents

never got out is something that has always been

mystery to me. Ive never been able to understand

10 it. And its still something have difficulty

11 accepting why they didnt get out.

12 Q. BECAUSE THEY SHOULD HAVE

13 A. Because they should have they should have

14 gotten out. Okay everybody at that time thought

15 that it cant get any worse. accept that. My

16 father was well-off and he did have some factories.

17 They did do okay. But he more than anybody else was

18 traveling in Europe. He was selling in all European

19 countries. He knew he had to know what was

20 happening.

21 And why they left at the last moment --

22 even after his brother left for Shanghai they were

23 still there. By that time the world had closed its

24 doors there was no wy to get out they were going
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from consulate to consulate trying to get visa

and at that time it was difficult. But my mother

did have sister in Brazil my father had brother

in Paris at the time. And have great difficulty

understanding what held them back at the time.

just plain dont know what happened why they didnt

get out.

So from that point of view yes Im

survivor. have always preferred to use the term

10 somewhat differently.

11 But dont believe suffered

12 psychologically. dont believe have any needs

13 for therapy. have no great problems talking to my

14 kids certainly to my daughter about it on the

15 proper occasion. My son is different dont think

16 he wants to talk about it. But things have become

17 easier as time went by. At one time there were

18 more problems.

19 Q. WHAT DO YOU MEAN

20 A. Well at one time especially during the

21 years in England we certainly never spoke German in

22 England you couldnt during the war you couldnt

23 speak German. My kids grew up without knowing the

24 language. think in retrospect they should both
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be speaking German fluently. We should have spoken

German at home. But you couldnt during the war

you didnt. And for many years afterwards you

really wanted very little to do with anything

German which they really neither of them speaks

German. My daughter has an inkling she took it in

school she has smattering of the knowledge but

she really doesnt speak it. My son doesnt at all.

And at one time think after the war

10 it was difficult to talk about these things. Today

11 dont think have problem in that respect. But

12 to me there are many more mysteries about what

13 happened as to why they happened the way they did

14 to my own family that dont understand.

15 And certainly in the city which we were

16 living in Dresden which the anti-Semitism was

17 rampant we also went through Kristallnacht our

18 synagogue was burned my parents lost the factory

19 it was forcefully taken from them in 38. Whether

20 at that time it was too late to get out or whether

21 there were other reasons for them to stay whether

22 because ray sister didnt want to come that they

23 stayed just dont know. can make all kinds of

24 assumptions but dont know why they didnt get
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out.

Why they had the foresight to send me

to school in Switzerland and they themseif nor my

sister got out is something that have great

difficulty understanding and probably never will

because theres nobody to talk to about it.

Q. ARE YOU HOPING TO DISCOVER KEY TO THAT

A. No Im not hoping to discover anything.

just went back for one day three years ago we

10 were in Denmark and my son-in-laws father and

11 took car and went into Germany for one day and

12 wanted just to see how would react. We left early

13 in the morning went into the northern part of

14 Germany visited couple of cities and came back

15 the same night. And wanted to see how would

16 react.

17 And just feel that after all these

18 years want to go back to Berlin. Im not sure

19 that can go back to Dresden. havent decided

20 that yet. want to go back to Berlin. want to

21 see want to see how react want to see how

22 feel want to see -- well basically how do

23 react dont knowfl And just feel that after

24 all these years want to see it again want to
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go back not to live ever but want to be there

for week and want to talk to people. And have

no expectations.

Like say dont even know whether

want to find out what happened to my parents thats

something Im going to make decision at the last

moment whether want to look at old records or

not dont know yet. But probably will but

havent decided that. But just feel that have

10 need to go back to the place that was born after

11 50 years and see whats happened there. do want

12 to talk to people. Privately for my own

13 satisfaction want to see how react to all that

14 has happened now 50 years later.

15 Q. BECAUSE OF COURSE YOU DIDNT REALLY

16 EXPERIENCE ANYTHING IN GERMANY

17 A. Thats right thats right.

18 Q. YOUR MEMORIES IN GERMANY ARE --

19 A. My memories in Germany are not nearly as

20 negative as those of my wifes or other people

21 because didnt go through many of those things

22 very true very true. By the same token also

23 left without my parents and we did lose our entire

24 family SC. thats an offsetting element. 1t of
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people who went through tough times in Germany still

left with their entire families. Many of our

friends here who are refugees from Germany came out

with their families but we did not we lost our

families. But just feel that would like to go

back for few days to see whats happening.

Q. YOU SAID FEW MINUTES AGO THAT YOU THINK

THAT YOUR CHILDREN SHOULD BE SPEAKING GERMAN BUT IT

WASNT ALLOWED TO SPEAK GERMAN IN ENGLAND.

10 A. It wasnt allowed. We didnt do it. We

11 didnt do it because we felt it was not the right

12 thing to do at that time.

13 Q. WHY WOULD YOU WANT THEM TO SPEAK GERMAN

14 A. Because first of all feel everybody

15 should speak one or two foreign languages anyway.

16 think its important that we know foreign

17 language. And feel that with our background it

18 would be nice if they did speak what used to be and

19 suppose still is our native tongue. think it

20 would be nice if they could speak language. Its

21 so much easier to learn it when you are kid. Its

22 so much easier when you grow up with second

23 language. Its much tougher to learn when you are

24 an adult. So whether they should speak German or
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not as language it would have been nice if they

had learned it when they were children.

Q. BUT WHAT HEAR YOU SAYING AND ITS NOT

UNCOMMON THAT THE JEWS WHO LIVED IN GERMANY AT THE

TIME BEFORE THE WAR WERE REALLY SO GERMAN --

A. Certainly.

Q. -- AND THEIR IDENTITY MEAN THEY THINK

ABOUT GERMANY WITH SOME YOU KNOW WITH KIND OF

WONDER IN THEIR EYES THAT THIS WAS GREAT CULTURE

10 AND GREAT COUNTRY. ITS HARD. THINK THERE MUST

11 BE CONFLICT THERE BETWEEN ONE PART OF YOU WHICH

12 ADMIRES GERMANY AND THE OTHER PART WHICH --

13 A. It was great country. It was great

14 civilization up to point. And think the fact

15 that we were born there our ancestors came from

16 there think it does play part. And think

17 thats one of the reasons probably want to go

18 back.

19 As said would never want to live

20 there again. mean there are many Jews who have

21 gone back to live in Germany. Now that we have

22 difficulty understanding except for purely economic

23 reasons. The Israelis have gone back to live

24 there. There are people who have gone -- wont
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say many number have gone back. There are

Russian Jews going to Germany now as an alternative

to coming to the States or going to Israel. There

are number of Russian Jews going into Germany

now. To live there have problem. But there

still are certain identification suppose with

what is your heritage.

And keep on coming back to the point

that want to see how react when go there other

10 than just for few hours for few days. When

11 talk to people mean accept the fact that the

12 younger people are in different generation have

13 no problem with that at all. How would react to

14 the people of my age group and older dont know.

15 too might be wondering hey what did you do at

16 that time. But Id just like to find out for

17 myself.

18 Q. TELL ME ILL ASK YOU THE SAME QUESTION HOW

19 DO YOU THINK BEING SURVIVOR HAS AFFECTED YOU AS

20 FATHER

21 A. As father dont think it has. dont

22 think it has simply because have never really

23 considered myself as survivor. have considered

24 myself as somebody to whom fate in the early years
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has not been very good and who went through some

very unfortunate experiences. But this is why when

we started talking about it asked you what is

your definition of survivor. have always had

problem with the term survivor.

Q. ITS INTERESTING WHEN YOU SAY YOU DONT

THINK OF YOURSELF AS ONE BECAUSE THEN ITS

COMPLETELY DIFFERENT MIND-SET YOURE COMING FROM.

A. Yeah probably probably. But know we

10 went through some tough times we had some very

11 very difficult times we went through some unusual

12 times.

13 Q. IT WOULD BE LIKE PEOPLE IN DEPRESSION

.. 14 THOUGH PERHAPS. YOURE TALKING ABOUT ECONOMIC HARD

15 TIMES

16 A. Yeah but we also lost our families and so

17 on. But again there was an extensive period of time

18 between 1936 really and the end of the war when

19 hadnt seen my family anywhere except did see my

20 father did see my father. But maybe because

21 left as early as did that even my relationship to

22 my parents wasnt that close that what happened to

23 them has iffected me to the extent it has affected

24 other people. dont know if thats true. dont
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know.

But have never considered myself as

under the term of survivor therefore did treat

my kids differently no. think the fact that we

were in quote protective of them is different

generation rather than the fact that we were

mean parents European parents have always treated

their kids differently than American parents. And

from that point of view from European background

10 there is certain amount of order in the house and

11 discipline in the house. But that has nothing to do

12 with being survivor. That has to do with our

13 background rather than our -- the fact that our

14 personal experience at least thats my reaction.

15 Q. LET ME ASK YOU WHAT IS IT LIKE BEING

16 MARRIED TO SURVIVOR WOMAN WHO FEELS THAT SHES

17 SURVIVOR

18 A. Oh thats fine. mean the commonality of

19 interests obviously helps we do have the same

20 interests lot of things happened to us. But the

21 most important thing is that we both started from

22 scratch. Where we both started was at the same

23 point and whatever we have today we achieved

24 together. The fact that many kids who get married
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today start with -- at plateau which is totally

unrealistic therefore theyve got nowhere else to

go. That everything that we have we got together.

The experiences we shared we shared together.

And oh Im aware of her moods and the

fact that many things have affected Alice

differently from what theyve affected me Im aware

of those things. But oh think from that point

of view it makes married life much easier that we

10 are sharing lot of things in common.

11 Q. DO YOU HAVE MOODS TOO DO YOU HAVE

12 NIGHTMARES

13 A. No dont. No dont. But then Im

14 far less emotional person anyway. So no dont

15 have any no no not that Im aware of anyway

16 lets put it that way.

17 Q. SO YOU DONT FEEL SCARS FROM THIS EXCEPT OF

18 COURSE YOU LOST YOUR FAMILY AND --

19 A. Yeah.

20 Q. ITS BEEN STRUGGLE ECONOMICALLY

21 A. feel think its more resentment no

22 not scars feel resentment that had to start

23 from scralch when probably shouldnt have done

24 it. Because couldnt start off where my parents
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left off mean theres certain resentment but

even that is very minor. We did okay. We did it

the hard way. But we have family we have great

kids great grandchildren weve got financially

secure and no problems that Im aware of and so

really have nothing to complain about. No dont

see any scars no no.

Q. THATS TERRIFIC.

NOW YOU DONT CONSIDER YOURSELF

10 SURVIVOR BUT THERES SOME MECHANISM WORKING HERE

11 THAT HAS ALLOWED YOU TO GO THROUGH THE EXPERIENCE

12 YOU HAVE OF LOSING YOUR PARENTS AND NOT HEARING FROM

13 THEM AND DONT EVEN KNOW WHEN DID YOU FIND OUT

14 ABOUT THEM WHAT HAPPENED

15 A. We found out about it really at the end of

16 the war. At the end of the war they started

17 publishing lists both of survivors and of people

18 who were deported. Now did know that in 1939

19 right at the outbreak of war had an address where

20 my parents were living in Berlin.

21 Q. WHICH WAS NOT YOUR OLD HOME ADDRESS OR WAS

22 IT

23 A. Which was an address to which they came from

24 Dresden where they lived until 38 or think until
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early 39 they moved to Berlin and my best

understanding of the situation that they moved to

Berlin really on their way out to France or Brazil

and that they never made it.

Q. SO IT WAS AFTER THE WAR YOU FOUND OUT WHAT

HAPPENED

A. After the war number one had an uncle

who survived in Shanghai we had an uncle who

survived in Paris had second or third cousin in

10 Switzerland so there were enough addresses

11 available that my parents could have contacted or my

12 sister could have contacted them if they had

13 survived. They would not have found me because

14 had changed my name had changed my identity it

15 would have been almost impossible for them to find

16 me.

17 But think right after the war we

18 made enough investigations with the authorities in

19 Germany with the refugee organization that existed

20 at the time with the lists that were published of

21 people who were deported and where they were

22 deported to to find out what happened. We also put

23 in certain claims and we got the information from

24 the German government1 from the authorities in
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Germany at the time through lawyers that date of

death has been established for my parents which

think they used the end of the war as the recognized

date of death and that they were in fact deported.

With my sister we never got such

information at all. And thats the only thing that

really bothers me. But here again even by going

back to Germany wouldnt know where to start

looking for her or finding out what happened to her

10 because we just dont have enough to trace her back.

11 But with my parents think the

12 information is probably available in the files

13 which Im going to find out exactly where they went

14 to and when.

15 Q. WHAT STARTED TO SAY WAS THERES SOME

16 MECHANISM WORKING HERE WHERE YOU LOST YOUR FAMILY

17 YOU DIDNT HEAR FROM THEM FOR SOME YEARS YOU DIDNT

18 KNOW WHAT WAS GOING ON WITH THEN BUT STILL YOUVE

19 BEEN ABLE TO SURVIVE AND TO KEEP GOING AND START

20 WITH NOTHING AND BUILD SOMETHING. WHAT DO YOU THINK

21 IS IT WHAT HAS IT BEEN THAT HAS ALLOWED YOU TO

22 OVERCOME THIS STRIFE THIS TROUBLE

23 A. ILs just your natural instinct of

24 survival. mean were here lets get on with
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it. mean theres nothing else really we could

do. Just sit back and bemoan your fate or to grieve

over what happened really wouldnt have gotten you

anywhere.

At that time was married we had

child second one came right -- very shortly after

came home. mean you had to make living. You

really had very little choice but to go out and make

living. And thats where had my problem.

10 found it hard making living at first because

11 wasnt trained wasnt qualified to do anything.

12 And contrary to American GIS who could

13 go back to school we couldnt. We got letter

14 from the Queen thank you see you next time

15 around. We got one suit on the day we were

16 demobilized and that was it. We had no benefits

17 none. We were thrown on the open market labor

18 market the same as everybody else no home no

19 housing nothing. We found it very tough to get

20 start.

21 And think the mere survival instinct

22 helped you to get started and to try and to prove

23 yourself. And thats why we decided in 52 that

24 hey we arent getting anywhere lets try it
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somewhere else. And well that happened to work

in new environment new surroundings and things

just fell into place. But think its more your

need to survive -- well ambition if you like to

make success of things rather than to think back

to try to see where we are. But like to think it

has nothing to do with scars or in quotes survival

related but thats my reaction. Im not sure

thats true or not.

10 Q. BECAUSE YOU DONT FEEL THAT YOU --

11 A. dont feel it that way thats right yes

12 yes. mean my kids are very conscious of being --

13 that their parents are survivors. Even our

14 granddaughter had to write an essay recently on

15 something and even her like say my

16 granddaughter in her essay she wrote about her

17 family being survivors. The kids are aware of it.

18 And thats the way it should be suppose thats

19 part of history thats part of things that

20 happened. But lets get on with living.

21 Q. AND YOU DONT FEEL YOURE SURVIVOR BECAUSE

22 OTHER PEOPLE REALLY DID SURVIVE LOT MORE THEIR

23 EXPERIENCIS WERE

24 A. know enough people in the Jewish
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community certainly in the Bay Area who went

through some very very tough times.

Q. AND BECAUSE YOU DIDNT EXPERIENCE THOSE

KINDS OF TOUGH TIMES --

A. Thats right yeah.

Q. -- YOU DONT THINK OF YOURSELF AS THAT KIND

OF SURVIVOR

A. Yeah yeah yeah. Im glad didnt. Im

glad didnt have to go through the camps. Im

10 glad did get out of Germany when did. lot of

11 things happened to me thanks to whatever reason

12 prevented me from going through those experiences.

13 But just dont like to identify myself or put

14 myself in the same category as those who did go

15 through the camps who did survive in Berlin or in

16 Russia or Poland or in Hungary. We know lot of

17 people who did -- not lot some who did.

18 Q. BUTYOU DONT CONSIDER YOURSELF WORTHY OF

19 THAT IN OTHER WORDS IT SOUNDS LIKE --

20 A. dont think its the fact of being

21 worthy. think their experiences were such that

22 mine are very mild compared to what they went

23 through And if they have scars can understand

24 that. Bul in my case no dont think -- if you
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like qualify for that distinction if i.t is

distinction for that definition rather.

Q. WELL DO YOU HAVE ANYTHING YOU WOULD LIKE TO

ADD TO WHAT WEVE SAID

A. Oh just very general concept. We are

still in touch with many of our friends from the

days in London from my army buddies and others.

And the one thing that am pleased

about we made the move to the United States

10 primarily because here you are part of the

11 community you dont use the term refugeet or

12 survivor to the extent that it is used in other

13 areas for the purpose of this program you do but

14 you are part of the general community. But look

15 at my friends in London who went through the same

16 experience that did in the army or originally

17 came from Germany they still consider themselves

18 German-Jewish refugees and thats concept that

19 have great difficulty accepting.

20 And think thats the difference

21 between living in places like England where youve

22 never been fully accepted into the general

23 community and the United States where you are part

24 of the general community whether you associate with
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Jews not only are you part of the overall American

community but you are part of the American

mainstreani. And for us to consider ourselves or

belong to organizations that are still identified as

German-Jewish refugees is something that have

great difficulty understanding but it is happening

its still happening in Britain.

And might also say that all my

experiences during the war internment and

10 everything else still feel very appropriate that

11 have no grudge against Britain. understand what

12 happened after Dunkirk. understand the panic that

13 they must have felt in government circles. And

14 things were very different at that time they were

15 very difficult and in many ways still feel very

16 appropriate. We still go back to England every few

17 years.

18 And we are just pleased as punch that

19 we are living in the Bay Area now and thats our

20 home. So thats it.

21 Q. TIJANK YOU VERY MUCH.

22 A. Thank you.

23 Q. TIEAT WAS VERY ENLIGHTENING.

24 A. Thank you.


